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F is for Fashion, Darling is a tongue-in-chic introduction to all things cute couture, an ode to the

new parent looking to give their baby a strutting start on the important things in life.This book

will take you from A to Z through the most iconic words and phrases from the world of fashion.

But the words and phrases spoken on catwalks and in boutiques have new meanings for new

parents: Bold prints are made by grubby hands, Power dressing involves a mask and cape, and

Luxury is being able to sleep through the night…Babies and toddlers will love playing with this

classic board book and exploring the bright, popping artworks that illustrate each letter of the

alphabet in not-so-serious style. Grown-ups will be just as entertained by the knowing nods to

the experience of being a new parent. F is for Fashion, Darling is perfect for anyone juggling

the joy of parenthood with the responsibility of being a fashion icon.This book is your chance to

become the chicest parent at playgroup. That’s fashion, darling.
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Tracy, “Best book for a young fashionista. This is the cutest book. One fashionistas of all ages

will enjoy.”

A Romero, “It's Simply Delightful!. "F is for Fashion, Darling" is simply delightful! As an

educator for over 30 years and a father of 2 grown women, I hope I can God willing share it

with grandkids someday. I love the clever and witty way that James Tyler, the author, took

fashion related words/phrases and reinterpreted them in children related themes. Then, he

used the terms/phrases in simple sentences that children can remember. This is important,

because pretend reading is a very important stage in learning to read. Naomi Wilkinson's bold

and simple illustrations bring the text to life, in a way that will attract children from infancy

through around age 5. (Please note that the hardcover and kindle formats would only work as

a read-aloud book for infants, where as a board book format would allow them to handle it.) I

also appreciated how she represented children and adults from different races and ethnicities,

both male and female. My only suggestion for improvement is that she should have illustrated

some fathers, not just mothers.I noticed that some of the reviewers objected to the "Go

Commando" and the "Nip Slip" pages. I can understand their concern, but don't fully agree

with them. First of all, young children are notorious for running in the nude at least once in

their young lives. It's natural, and although I would teach them that running in the nude is

inappropriate in public, they shouldn't be made to be ashamed of their bodies. As to the "nip

slip" page, breast feeding is a very natural thing, and one that should be promoted for a

plethora of reasons. Neither the text nor the illustration are promoting flashing a breast, but the

nurturing and loving experience of a mother and her nursing child. The definition in the

glossary doesn't even promote flashing, but defines as an accident.All this being said, I believe

this book would be marvelous for parents and young children that have an appreciation for

fashion.”



The book by James Tyler has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 58 people have provided feedback.
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